**FEATURED**

**Killer or Cure? Poison through the Centuries**

Visit the Medical library's Cushing Rotunda to explore "Killer or Cure? Poison through the Centuries," on view through August 2023. The exhibition traces major developments in medical, legal, and public knowledge of poisons in America as they have been used for both good and ill.

**NEXT WEEK**

**How the NIH’s All of Us Research Program Can Be a Resource for All of Us**

Join us in-person on 3/29 at 1:30pm for a lecture by Jeffrey Cohen, MD, Assistant Professor of Dermatology, on the All of Us Research Program and how it can be used by the Yale community.

**NEXT MONTH**

**We Will Be Citizens: AIDS Activism and Global Health Justice**

Join us in-person on 4/26 at 4pm for the Annual Lecture of the Medical Library Associates, given by Gregg Gonsalves, PhD, Associate Professor of Epidemiology (Microbial Diseases).

**EXPANDED ACCESS**

**JoVE Journal**

Yale now has full access to JoVE Journal, including all specialties, and a one-year trial to JoVE’s educational videos.

**APPLICATIONS OPEN**

**Funding Opportunities**

The Medical Historical Library is now accepting applications for a research travel grant and a new medical photographic history fellowship.

**NOTABLE**

**Love Data Week Recap**

With more than two hundred attendees across seven events, Love Data Week 2023 was a resounding success.

**Website Feedback**

Take this short survey on your experience using the Cushing/Whitney Medical Library website.

**JUST FOR FUN**

**Medical Library Valentines**

We created some delightfully corny, medically themed Valentine’s Day cards to celebrate the day.

P.S. New in the archives . . .

**“The Doctor” by Sir Luke Fildes Collection**

The Medical Historical Library recently received a collection, donated by Bert Hansen, PhD, of commercial reproductions of "The Doctor," an oil painting by Sir Luke Fildes that many believe captured the qualities of an ideal physician. The collection includes prints, advertisements, publications, stamps, stationary, laminated slides, Japone puzzles, and artifacts produced between 1891 and 2005.